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We present a method for proving kite versions of De Finetti-type theorems for 
general measurable spaces (3, &). Bernstein operators on the one dimensional 
simplex [0, 1] are generalized to Bernstein operators on limits of simplices, 
representing distributions on (a, &). The positivity of finite moment sequences 
allows the approximation, via the generalized Bernstein operators, of exchangeable 
or partially exchangeable distributions by mixtures of product measures or mixtures 
of certain subsets of product measures. Examples, including sequences of spherically 
invariant variables and sequences of separately rotatable random matrices, are 
given. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we extend a popular method used in proofs on infinite 
sequences of exchangeable random variables to finite sequences of 
exchangeable random variables. In theorems by De Finetti or Hewitt and 
Savage the distributions of infinite sequences of exchangeable random 
variables can be represented as mixtures of product measures, by identi- 
fying certain sequences of real numbers as sequences of moments. This may 
be done by establishing the positivity of difference sequences: 
EXAMPLE 1 (Theorem of De Finetti). An infinite sequence (X,) of 
{ 0, 1 }-valued random variables is exchangeable, if and only if a probability 
measure ~1 on [0, 1 ] exists, such that for all n, k E N, with k 6 n, 
P(X, = . *. =Xk=l,Xk+i= ... =X,=0)= j e”(l-e)+kdp(e). (1) 
co.11 
ProoJ Let q,(k) = P(X, = . . . = X, = 1, X,, , = . . . = X, = 0). Then 
q,(k) = C;:,” ( “T~)( - l)‘q,+ i(k + i). The positivity of q,,(k) for all n and 
k< n, implies that q,(n) is a sequence of moments on [0, l] (this is the 
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solution to Hausdorff’s moment problem). Thus a probability measure p 
on [0, l] exists with qn = f 8” &(0), which again gives (1). 
Infinite sequences of exchangeable random variables are mixtures of 
independent variables if the measurable space obeys certain regularity 
conditions, for instance, if it is compact or a Polish space with the Baire 
a-algebra. For general spaces this does not have to be true. Dubins and 
Freedman [9] provide a counterexample. For finite sequences the theorem 
of De Finetti does not hold. A counterexample is sampling without replace- 
ment. 
The positivity of q,(k) for k <m and m <n, however, allows one to 
approximate the numbers q,(k) by moments vk, i.e., q,(k) = vk + rk with 
IrkI GE,,,,,,, SO that (x,, . . . . X,) may be represented as a mixture of 
independent variables up to E,,,. E, ,, -+ 0 as n -+ co, and hence sequential 
compactness of the set of probability measures on [0, l] implies the 
theorem of De Finetti. 
The aim of this paper is to establish a very general upper bound for E,,,. 
We shall prove that for exchangeable (2, &)-valued (X,, . . . . X,) N K a 
mixture of product distributions p exists such that I[K, - p[I d 
m(m - 1)/n + 0(l/n2), where for m < n, K, denotes the marginal distri- 
bution of (X,, . . . . X,) and II.11 is the supremum norm, i.e., [IK, - pII = 
~u~hLfhO)I~ whenf g ran es over all measurable real-valued func- 
tions f of absolute value less than or equal to 1. We shall prove that this 
bound holds by approximating continuous functions of distributions by 
mixtures of polynomials. Exactly as in the case of exchangeable variables 
that take only two different values, this approximation can be done by 
using Bernstein operators, now defined on limits of finite-dimensional 
simplices. 
The paper of Diaconis and Freedman [6] gives the same bounds for 
general spaces (%, ~2). The authors show also that for X having only a 
finite number of elements, the upper bound m(m - 1)/n + O( l/n’) is not 
sharp. Most of our results are thus not new. The method of using this 
approximation is, however, easily applicable to partially exchangeable ran- 
dom variables. In Section 5, we prove upper bounds for the approximation 
of the distribution of finite separately rotatable random matrices by 
marginal distributions of infinite separately rotatable random matrices. 
The papers by Diaconis and Freedman [6-81 are certainly of central 
importance for studying finite exchangeable distributions and approxima- 
tion theorems for partially exchangeable processes. Further information on 
exchangeability are provided by Aldous [2], Lauritzen [12], and Ressel 
c131. 
The paper is organized as follows: In the rest of the introductory section 
we summarize the notation used. Section 2 indicates how Bernstein 
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operators may be useful for proving finite De Finetti-type theorems. 
Section 3 introduces generalized Bernstein operators, proves some useful 
lemmas and gives a representation of the distribution of infinitely many 
exchangeable random variables as the mixture of products of tinitely- 
additive distributions. Section 4 provides the applications to finite De 
Finetti-type theorems. The examples given in Section 5 are mixtures of 
independent Poisson variables, mixtures of independent geometric dis- 
tributed variables, mixtures of gamma variables with fixed scale parameter, 
mixtures of Gaussian variables with mean 0, and separately rotatable 
matrices. 
Let (X’, &‘) be a measurable space, &’ a o-algebra. By J&‘!+ = JZI\ (&) we 
denote the a-additive distributions on (Z”, &), by JZf the set of tinitely- 
additive distributions and by Jkl the set of finite and a-additive measures 
on (X, &‘). Ar+ (and J&~) is endowed with the smallest a-algebra that 
makes the functions ICE JY: + k.(A) A EJ$ measurable. To indicate that a 
function f is measurable, we write f~ &d. For K E J’+? \ (&), K~ denotes the 
n-fold product on &‘;4”, defined as K"(A, x ... x A,) = K(A 1) .. . K(A,). 
2. BERNSTEIN OPERATORS 
The solution of Hausdorff’s moment problem can be established using 
an approximation based on Bernstein operators (Lemma 1). We shall use 
generalizations of Bernstein operators to prove the theorem of Hewitt and 
Savage and to give bounds for the distance of finite sequences of 
exchangeable random variables from mixtures of independent variables. 
DEFINITION. For n E N, the nth Bernstein operator B, is given as 
B&x)= f: ‘: f f x’(l-x)“~‘, 
0 0 j=o 1 
(2) 
where f~ C[O, 11, the set of continuous real-valued functions on [0, 11. 
B, is a positive operator. Moreover, for f positive on [0, 11, B, f(x) is 
a linear combination C c,,~P”,~(x) of positive polynomials with positive 
coefficients c,,~. A theorem of Korovkin (see De Vore [S] ) states that for 
any sequence (L,) of positive operators on C[O, 11, llLnei-eill -0 for 
i = 0, 1,2 (for n -+ cc ), is necessary and sufficient for I/L, f - f I( + 0 for all 
f e C[O, 11, where e,(x) = xi. 
The theorem is applicable since BneO = e,, Bnel = e, , and B,,e* = 
e,+x(l -x)/n-e,. 
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Let (cJ~)~=~,...,~ be a finite sequence of reals with e0 = 1 and let for 
O<k<mdn, 
(3) 
Suppose that for all 0 d k < m < n, IIT~,+,+ 2 0. Define an infinite 
sequence gi through gi= o(B,e,) = C;=, (~)(j/~~)‘a~.,_~. Then dk,m-k z 0 
and, therefore, a probability measure Q” on [0, l] exists such that 
~j=~tid~(t); a,=q,(i) in Example 1 satisfies ak,,-k>O; sup0GkGm2 
la k,m-k -ak.mpk I is an upper bound for the norm of the difference of the 
distribution of (X,, . . . . X,) to the set of mixtures of product measures for 
any mdn. 
DEFINITION. P, c C[O, l] denotes the set of polynomials of degree at 
most n. For any sequence (ai)i=O,,.,n with aO= 1, we define a: P, --t R 
through a(e,) = ai and linear continuation, where e,(x) = xi, i = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
Furthermore, we define 5;) 0 < i < n, through 
CT: = a(B,ej). (4) 
LEMMA 1. Let (ai)i=O,,.,,, with a,=1 anda,,,_i~OforO~idmQn be 
given. Then 
(4 6’;f= 1, d;=a,, and for 2 d k < n, 6;: - ak = c(k)/n + O( l/n’), 
where 
c(,J+k(k- ‘) 
p(ak-l-ak). 2 
(b) For 1 <k<m<n, ekrn-k-ak,,-k=c(k,m-k)/n+O(l/n’) 
holds, where c(k, m -k) is given by’ ’ 
k(k- 1) 
c( i, m - i) = ~ 
2 ak-l,m~k+l - Qm - k) ak,m- k 
+(m-k)(m-k-l)ak+l,_k-l 
2 
Lemma 1 immediately implies an upper bound for the difference in norm 
of the distribution of finite sequences of exchangeable (0, 1 }-valued ran- 
dom variables and mixtures of product measures. This upper bound is, 
however, not sharp. Freedman and Diaconis [6] showed that 4m/n is an 
upper bound in this case. For variables taking values in an infinite set, they 
established the upper bound m(m - 1 )/n. 
683/39/1-S 
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Using a generalization of Bernstein operators, we shall derive the same 
upper bound for general spaces. Furthermore, the same method is 
applicable to the computation of bounds for partially exchangeable 
random variables. As Lemma 1 is a special case of Lemma 3, we shall not 
prove it. 
3. GENERALIZED BERNSTEIN OPERATORS 
The following representation of a Bernstein operator is the basis for the 
definition of generalized Bernstein operators on limits of simplices. 
Let PLI: denote the mixture of 6,” (where S, is the Dirac measure in a, i.e., 
6,(j”)=f(a)) with weights (l)x’(l -x)+~, i.e., CL: = x7=‘=, (?)xi(l -~)“-‘6~,,. 
Then B,f(x) = P:(f) = Jf(t) dp:. The theorem of Korovkin, cited in 
Section 2, simply corresponds to O?: = x and Va& + 0. 
DEFINITION. Let iE N. The i-dimensional simplex Si is 
si= 
1 
(00, . . . . Oi)IOj>O, i Oj= 1 f 
j=O I 
Denote by P(S,) the set of polynomials on Si, i.e., the algebra generated by 
eke ,,.,, k,(e), where 0 = (00, . . . . Oil and 
eke,,,_,,,(O) = tl$el;l . . . e:. 
Furthermore, define for m E N, (k,, . . . . ki) E f+Jk+ ‘, with k, + . . + ki = m, 
sg,....k, E si bY 
We identify S, with [0, 11. The nth Bernstein operator B, can then be 
expressed as 
&3UV = c (k nk ) ek,,,de)3($,,k,)9 
ko+k,=n 0’ 1 
where we identify f E C[O, 1 ] with 3~ C(S,) through f(x) -f((x, 1 - x)). 
DEFINITION. A sequence 8 = (P), E N with 13” E SZm-, is an inverse limit, 
if for all n, P=(tI,,r, . . . . 0n,2”), P+l=(O,+,~, ,..., On+l,Z”+~), and all i<2”, 
e~,i=en+l,2i-1 +On+l,2i. The set of inverse limits is denoted by Y. 
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5 is a limit of simplices: let 13 = (O”), ~“(0) = 19” = (On,r, . . . . e,,.) and 
P n,n+l(~~+~)=(en+1,1+~n+1,2r...,~n+1.2n+l--1+~n+1,2~+1), then Pm= 
Pn,n+l’Pn+@). E n d owed with the topology of pointwise convergence, Y 
is a compact Hausdorff space; it is metrizable and Polish. Denote by C(T) 
the set of continuous real-valued functions on 9, the topology of C(T) 
being induced by the supremum norm. Its dual space C(Y)*, the space of 
continuous real-valued functions in C(T), is identified via the 
Riesz-Markov theorem with the set of Baire measures (the Bore1 measures 
in this case) on T. 
Denote by P(T) the set of polynomials on Y, i.e., the algebra generated 
by the functions ek ,,,.,, ,,(O), where r, kie N, and for OE Y, 
ek ,...., k@) = et-:, q2 . . . e;:$. (5) 
Choose for s=2’, IKE N,, (k,, . . . . k,)~ Ni with k, + . . . +k,=n, any 
@, , . . . . k,) E Y satisfying z(k,, . . . . k,), = (k,/n, . . . . k&z). 
For r, no N,, s=2’, the Bernstein operator B,,,: C(F) -+ C(F) is 
defined through 
Bn,rf(e) = n 
k k 
ek,,...,k,(e)f(t(k, 9 ..., U). (6) 
k,+ fk,=n 1, ..*9 
LEMMA 2. Let r E IV,, s = 2’, a,, . . . . a, E N,, and let & = a1 + . . . + a, 
(i) If m > r then 
kmeo, ,...., rr,=Bn,rec, ,...., mS. (7) 
(ii) Let 1 <i<s with a,> 1. Then 
x e,iB “- l,reCX I , . . . .  OL , - I ,  J’,U,+ I , . . . ,  CC, (0 (8) 
(iii) Let 1 < i<s with ai> 1. Then a d(E) exists such that 
krea ,,..., cLs (0) - ea,,...,a,W 
= ((ai- l)er,iBn-,,re,l ,.__, a,-,,a,--2,sl,+ ,..... ,(e) 
-(CL- l)e,iB,- d ,..... x,m,.a,-,.rr,+ ,,.... ,W)~ 
+ er,A4- e l,r a I..... iX,-,,SL!-l.a,+l...., 35 we, ,,..., a,m,,a,-,I,or,+ ,,.... ,m+ua 
(9) 
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where 
IlKzll G 4wn2. (10) 
The constant d(E) depends on Cr only. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is an easy application of the binomial theorem to 
the definition of B,,, and will not be given here. 
DEFINITION. Let r, no N,, s=2’, P,(F) E P(F) be the linear space 
generated by e,, ,_,_, oLI, where cl = ~1~ + . . . + CI, <n. 
Let (T: P, + R be a linear mapping, such that for all ~1~) .. . . ~1,~ with & < n, 
CJ cL,,...,oL$ 3 09 
where o‘a ,..,,, oLs = g(eor ,,,,,, J. Define forfE C(F), P’(f) by F’(f) = a(& ,f) 
and especially 6g!..,.a, through 
1) (p) a,. . . 21 =dn3Yer ,...., d=QLe, ,,..., J (1 
&n) oL ,,..., c(s i a polynomial in l/n, 6:: _.., oLs = 0, ,,.... m,+ da,, . . . . a,)/n + O(l/n2). 
LEMMA 3. Let a, + ... 
O( l/n2). Then 
+a,=cl<m<n,d~~ ,,_, x,-o, ,r...-OL, =c(a ,,..., a,)/n + 
c(al, 
&(a- 1) 
. . . . a,)= --0 
2 =,....,a, 
+ c a,(a,- 1) 2 oa ,,.... a,m,.l,-ll.ar,+ ,,..., CL,’ (12) 
l<i<s,a,>2 
A constant d(m) exists, such that for fixed m and uniformly in CJ, ~7, r 3 m, 
K ,,,.,, Is - aa ,,.... a, - c(aly . . . . ad/n1 G 4m)ln2. 
LEMMA 4. Let m Q n, PL E P, be the set of all f E p, such that for real 
numbers b, ,,,,__ oLs, with 
Ib,,,...,,,l G 1, E=a,+ ... +a,Qm 7 
Then a constant d(m) exists, such that 
ltF(f)--a(f)1 <m(m- l)/n+d(m)/n2 
for aIlfEPi, ram. 
(14) 
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Proof of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. Let d,,(al, . . . . a,) = B,,,e, ,,,,,, 2, - 
e .,....i,. Applying (9) gives 
C(@l> ...> d = - (CL - 1 ba,,...,1, 
+ lim o(ne,idn- ,(a,, . . . . a,- I) Al; - 1, a,+ I) . . . . a,)) 
n + cm 
+(a,-1)a a ,,..., a,-,,a,--,a,+ I,.... q. (15) 
Successive application of (15) leads to 
c(@h 9 . . . . cI,)= -((C1--)+(a--)+ ... +(a-EJ)a, ,...,, oL, 
+ ((a;- I)+ C&-2)+ ... + lb, ,,.._. OL ,..I. a,- ,...., a, 
+ lim a(ne~~id~l,...,a,-l.O,““~,...,*~), 
n - % 
so that 
This proves Lemma 3. To prove Lemma 4, let f E Pz, 
f(O)= 1 h, I,..., oLs cI, cc eu I..... ,(Q, 
a,+ ... +z,=i ( > 9 ..‘2 a, 
with lb I,,...,oLyl G 1. Then 
limsupn Id”,‘(f)-o(fl 
n-C.2 
Q c 
x,+ ... +rx,=oi 
lb,, ,__./ a,l(cl*, “, c1 ) IC(%, ...> %)I 
s 
cl 
d = ( 
- - cx(a- 1) 
-c a 1 , . . 1.t 
a,+ ... +a,=* El 3 . . . . as >( 2 
+I 2 
cri(cri- l) ~ 
? I..... I,-,.a,-1.x,+ I...., 1s 1 
I<i<s,a,>2 
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- - 
cr(a-1) 1 s 
=-+g c i 
2 
Iii cr,(a,- 1)0;;;‘(1 -er,JPQ 
r=l ( 0 a,=2 @i > 
Lqa- 1) 1 s 
=- 
2 +Ij i;, atata- ller,i)= 
cI(cI- 1) 
2 l)+Ei(cc- 2 
= (Eta- 1). 
We now show that the distribution of infinitely many exchangeable ran- 
dom variables is the mixture of products of finitely-additive distributions. 
This result has already been proven by Hewitt and Savage [lo]. 
Let (X, &) be a measurable space, where ~4 is an algebra or a o-algebra 
of subsets of X. Let 52 be an index set, J;4, Ed, OE 52 a net of algebras, 
such that d = lJ z&. The algebras J& are generated by sets A,i, r E No, 
l<i<2’, with Ar,inA,j=@ for i#jand A,,,=A,+,,2i~1uAr+l,2i. 
F can be identified with the set of finitely-additive distributions on 
(9, A$J through the bijective mapping P’: .F + J&“(J&,), 
@“t~)tAr,J = or,;. 
Now let (X,, . . . . X,) have an exchangeable distribution K on (P’, a”) 
and let 0 be defined on P,(F) by 
where s = 2’ for some r and @I + . . . + a, = n. (If some of the cq. are 0, the 
definition above has to be modified in the obvious way.) 
d’“‘, defined in (1 l), it s positive linear functional on P(F), so that 
c+‘( e c ,,.,., .,) = SF ear ,,,.., JO)dpcn),w(0) for a ,&)‘W~ d!+(F), when F is 
endowed with the Baire o-algebra. Using the identification of 9 with 
J$(J&), we conclude that a mixture p of products of finite-additive 
distributions on (a, J&) exists, such that IK(~) - p(f)1 < m(m - 1)/n + 
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d(m)/n2 for any (Xm, &E) measurable J The mixing distribution is again 
denoted by pCfl)+‘. 
It follows that the algebras S& are a net, i.e., for any or, o2 E Q, an 
o,eSZ exists, such that SC&, c J&, and zz&c&&. Any (Z”“‘, -01”) 
measurable f is thus (X’“, ~2:) measurable for an UESZ. Let 
J p”(f) d/P’ = J p”“(f) d#-, if f is (X”, ~4:) measurable, where the 
integration is over the finitely-additive distributions on (E, JXJ’) and 
(!Z, J&). This defines a mixing distribution on the set of finite-additive 
measures with the Baire algebra and proves that a mixture of products of 
finite-additive distributions on (X, XZ’) exists with l~(f---p(f)1 < 
m(m - 1)/n + d(m)/n2 for any (?P, ~4”‘) measurablej 
Furthermore, taking the limit for n -+ co, we have thus shown that an 
exchangeable distribution on (?P’, &‘” ) is a mixture of products of finitely 
additive distributions on (3, &). The mixing distribution can be defined in 
terms of the operators B,,. 
4. FINITE EXCHANGEABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
To establish m(m - 1)/n + 0( l/n’) as an upper bound of the distance of 
the marginal distribution of the first m components of an exchangeable 
distribution on (Z”‘“, JZP) to mixtures of product measures, we need the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let (55, d) be a measurable space, K be a convex set of 
distributions on (3, &), and IC $ K. Let a > 0. Suppose for each f E SZ? with 
[IfI/ = 1, a VE K exists, such that Iv(f)- Al <u. Then 6(lc, K) = 
inf, E K II=v/l da. 
Proo$ Let for E < d(~, K), K, = {q E A(X) I6(q, K) < E}. K 4 K, implies 
that a f E &’ and a a E R exist, such that for all q E K,, v(f) Q a < I. We 
may assume that a= 0 and llfll = 1. Let v E K with v(f) 2 K(f) - ct, 
O</?<l and PEA: with llpll = 1 such that Ip( > 1 -fi. Define 
v E K, by v = v + E sign(p(f))p. Then r](f) = E Ip( + v(f) G 0 G K(f ), so 
that K(f) 2 E( 1 - j?) + v(f) 2 E( 1 - a) + I - a and E( 1 - 8) d ” for any 
O<fl< 1. This proves that EGO! and therefore a(~, K)< a. 
For a distribution K on (%‘, &“) we denote by K, the marginal distribu- 
tion of the first m components. Let J& be the u-algebra of subsets of 
A:(&) generated by the functions K”(A), K a distribution on (3, &‘), and 
A E &J9” for some n. The mixtures of distributions in ~2’: (&) are denoted 
by n(m), i.e., p E n(m), if and only if, for AE ,sl”, 
p(A) = lHPlr, V(A) dP(rl) 
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for a distribution p on (MT, do). Let 
To prove that 6(rc, z(m)) <m(m - 1)/n + 0(1/n*), we shall show that 
for any measurable f on (X*, &“), II f )I Q 1, a p E n(m) exists with 
Ilc,(f -p(f)1 <m(m-- l)/n+d(m)/n’, d(m) being the same as in (14). It is 
clearly sufficient to show that this inequality holds for f of the form 
1 Pil,...,i, fi f 7(xj)7 
j=l 
where the fi are indicator functions of pairwise disjoint measurable subsets 
of 3 and the Pil,...,i,,, are constants of absolute value less than or equal to 1. 
Let (A,) be a sequence of &‘-measurable partitions (i.e., sets of 
measurable indicator functions fr,i), such that A, = (f&), with fo, 1 = 1, 
Ar=(fr,,,...,fr,rr), A,+I=(f,+l,l,...,f,+l,2r+l),f,.i=f,+1,2i--1+fr+l,2i. All 
the fi are some f,, j for a Y < rO for some integer r,,. 
Lemma 5 implies that to prove that the bound holds it is suffkient to 
prove that it holds for any exchangeable distribution on a:, where &,, is 
the algebra generated by { fr,il r d ro, 1 d id 2’). Any finitely additive 
distribution on S& is a-additive and is the restriction of a distribution 
on & to J&. The distributions on JX& can be identified with the 2’*- 1 
dimensional simplex (@( O)( fr, i) = 8, i) = d, i). 
Let (Xi, . . . . X,) N K be exchangeable, define for s = 2’, ai + . . . + c(, = n, 
0 cx,,...,a, by 
(17) 
wherej(i)=min(kIi<a,+ . . . +a,). 
Lemma 4 implies 
THEOREM 1. Let (SF’, JZJ’) be a measurable space and IC is an exchangeable 
distribution on (S?, ~4”). Then B(K, n(m)) < m(m - 1 )/n + d(m)/n*, where 
d(m) is the same as in (14). 
COROLLARY. If ?K is compact and d is the Baire a-algebra, then every 
exchangeable distribution on % ”^ is the mixture of product measures. 
Proof JZ: (3) is compact if and only if % is compact, when &’ is the 
Baire a-algebra. In this case, for n -+ 00, I/K, - p”“(l + 0, where 
(n) = j tj” d/$“‘(q). F or any accumulation point p of (@)), the existence of 
thich is a consequence of the compactness of X, K, = j I]~ dp(q). 
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The functions f,,i do not have to be indicator functions. For computing 
the distance of a distribution to products of certain distributions, a suitable 
choice of the functions fr,i will allow the application of our method. In 
Example 4, we show that if the Laplace transform of a distribution ti 
depends on ZZ( 1 +si) only, then a mixture of gamma-distributions exists 
with I(K, - p[I < m(m - 1)/n + 0( l/n’). (the Laplace transform R(s,, . . . . s,) 
is E exp( -s,X, + . .. + s,X,)). Let P, be the linear space generated by the 
functions (p b 0) h,,,...,,n (p) = n:=, l/(1 + si)P and P = lJ P,. The linear 
function Y, defined by Y(h, ,,,,., J = k(s, . . . . s,) and linear continuation, is 
well defined. If it is a positive functional, then it is represented by a positive 
Baire measure on [0, co[. If K is the distribution of only a finite number 
of random variables, the functional !Po B,, is positive. A bound on 
II Y- Yo BJ can be used to compute an upper bound for the distance of 
K to mixtures of products of independent gamma variables with scale 
parameter 1. 
As a positive measurable partition we denote in the following a system 
of positive measurable functions (fr.i), r E N, 1 < id 2’, such that 
f,, r + . . +fr.2, = 1. A positive measurable partition (fr+k.i) (k > 1) is a 
refinement of (f, i), if for all 1 d ib 2’, fr.i=fr+k,Ci-. ,j2k+, + ... +fr+k,i2k. 
The following is a summary of these ideas: 
Given are a measurable space (%, J%‘), an exchangeable distribution K on 
(!P, SZ”‘), a set of positive measurable partitions of !Z, {(j-i;‘) IOE 52, 
r E N,, 1 < i < 2’}, where (ff”,‘,,i) is a refinement of (fly’), a space (A, 99), 
and a set of real valued measurable functions ( (h’$‘) I w  E Q, r E N,, 
1~ i < 2’) on /i. .C2 is an index set. 
In the example above, let s = s0 be fixed, Q be a one-point set, 
fly’(x) = exp( -i.sx)( 1 - exp( -sx))*‘-’ (x 2 0), and 
(-l)‘l/(l+(i+j))“. 
/z$‘(n) = Cy:i (“I ‘) 
Let D, denote the set of all distributions p on (X, &) such for all o, r, 
i, p(ffw)) =/z~~)(n) for a J-E/~, and D, the mixtures of D;t= (p”lp E D,} 
with mixing measure in .&‘: (/1,9I). Let H” denote the algebra spanned by 
(hi:‘), and H the algebra spanned by H”, o E Sz. Define for cli E N,, 
cc=cl,+ . . . +cr,<n (s=2’), K(n;=,f$"') by 
where we assume the CL’S to be ordered such that tlr > 0, .,., tlk > 0, 
Gt k+l= “’ = ~1, = 0. Define F by g(x,, . . . . x,) E F if 
g(x1, ..., XJ = c A,...& ir f$%i) 
j=l 
for a partition (ffT’)oli,~ IV,, and with lfli,,..,,iJ < 1. We call a sequence of 
partitions (f’“‘) finer than a sequence of partitions (f’““), if for all r an 
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s exists, such 
(f’“‘) is finer 
that for all i< 2’, f/3” = Cy: 1 fi;i for some k,, . . . . k,. If 
than (f’““), then the algebra generated by (f’““) is a sub- 
algebra of the algebra generated by (f’“‘). {fCW)l~ EQ} is a directed set, 
if for all ol, w2 E .CJ and o3 E 52 exists, such that (f’““) is both finer than 
( f’“’ ‘) and ( f’“‘) ). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 
(i) {(f’“‘) 1 WE Q} is directed and F is dense in the set of 
exchangeable functions (X”, #‘) -+ R, 
(ii) for all 4 E C* +(H), 4 2 0 if and only ifd(h!:‘) 2 0 for all r, i, and 
oEs-2. 
(iii) a function !I? H + OB can be defined by 
and linear continuation. I f  Y is well defined and positive (for all o E Q), then 
an q E D exists, such that ((K, - qrnll < m(m - 1)/n + d(m)@, where d(m) is 
the same as in (14) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assumptions imply the existence of the following 
functions: 
6” = a0 0 B,,. 
Then a P”EA:(F) and a pLO~.A’:(HW) exist with 
Define /J E A?:(H) by 
and linear continuation. As {(f (-I) > is directed and Y is well defined, p is 
well defined. Let q be defined by l ni f (“)oLi dq = f nj h@)li dp, then q ED. 
Lemma 5 implies llqrn - IC,II < m(m - 1)/n + d(m)/n2. 
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5. EXAMPLES 
We apply the method to finite partial exchangeability to compute upper 
bounds for the distance to the marginal distributions of the corresponding 
infinite partial exchangeable distributions. Our examples include mixtures 
of Poisson (Example 2), geometric (Example 3), and gamma (Example 4) 
distributions. (These results are known, the proofs are new.) 
Example 5 deals with infinite sequences of spherical invariant variables. 
It is well known that any infinite sequence of spherical invariant variables 
is a mixture of normal variables with mean 0. We give a proof of this state- 
ment within the framework of Section 3. 
In Example 6 we compute the corresponding upper bound for separately 
rotatable matrices. This result is new. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X,, . . . . A’, N K be a finite sequence of variables such 
that a function #( ., .) exists with 
for all m < n and sj > 0. Let K denote its distribution. Then i?, a mixture of 
independent Poisson distributions, exists with 
II&n- RI1 < m(m - 1)/n + d(m)/n2. 
Proof Fix a u0 E (0, I), let s0 = - log( 1 - u,,) and define the function Y 
on the algebra generated by h(t) = exp( - tu,) through 
y(e-f""O) = E 
(j=l > 
fj e-"OX, 
and linear continuation. To show that Y is a positive function, it is 
sufficient to show that for all nonnegative integers p and q, 
Y(eCfuoP( 1 - e-‘“0)4) 2 0. 
This holds, because 
Y(~-~oP(~ -e-w)~)= i ‘1. (- l)Jy(e-tuO(P+j)) 
0 j-0 / 
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The algebra generated by the exponential polynomials is dense in 
C[O, co]. Identifying the function h(t) = e-“’ with UE [0, co[ leads to the 
existence of a pn~Jke:([O, w[) with ll~,--iZ1?)1 <m(m+ l)/n+d(m)/n’, 
where R(A) = l P;(A) dp”(p) and P, denotes the Poisson distribution with 
mean p. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let X,, . . . . X, m K be a sequence of (0, 1,2, . ..}-valued 
random variables, such that 
Pr(X,=x,, . . . . Xn=x,)=d(~i+ ... +x,,n) 
for a function 4; i.e., the joint probability function depends on 
x,+ ... + x, and n only. Let f& = Pr(X, = 0), m <n and K be the distribu- 
tion of X, , . . . . X,. Then a mixture of independent geometric distributions I;- 
exists such that 11~~ - E:(( d B,m(m + 1)/n + O,d(m)/n*. 
ProoJ Define a linear functional Y on the polynomials on the unit 
interval by 
YW = ia P + 1 MO, 1) 
and linear continuation. Then d(q, p)=Z’zOd(q+k P+ I)= 
~(q,P+l)+C,“=,~(q+l+k, p+l)=#(q,p+l)+~(q+l,p) implies 
op,q = Y(( 1 - f3)q&‘) = &q, p + 1)/4(0, 1) 2 0, so that a probability measure 
9 exists with I( Y- ~11 <m(m - 1)/n + d(m)/n’. Let p be absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to q, the Radon-Nikodyn derivative being #(O, 1)/e. 
Let I? be the mixture of independent geometric distributions with parameter 
8 ( =probability of (0 > ) and mixing measure ,u. Then by the definition of 
Y and 4, IIrc,-r?IZ(I <f9,m(m-- l)/n+&,d(m)/n’. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let Xi, . . . . X, N K be positive random variables with 
Laplace transform r2(s,, . . . . s,) = lE(exp( - (si X1 + . . . + s,X,)). If li- is a 
function of n;= I (1 + s,), then R, a mixture of independent gamma 
distributions with scale parameter 1, exists such that I\K, - Z// < 
m(m - 1)/n + d(m)/n*. 
ProoJ: Let R(s,, . . . . s,) = d(n;= i (1 +si)). Let P, be the linear space 
generated by {h, ,....,. yn Isi 2 O}, where 
n 
h 
1 
s,.....dx) = p1 (1 + si)x* 
Define Y through Y(h,,,.,.,,J = Iz(s,, . . . . s,) and linear continuation. To 
show that Y is positive, it is sufficient to prove that for all p, q E No, 
y i$ 4 ( 0 
1 
(-l)i(l+(p+i)/?z)~X > 
2 0. 
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By the definition of Y, this is equivalent to 
z() y 4 (-lYY (I+(p~i),n)“‘) r=O 1 ( = a 4 (-l)iE exp - i @Xj r=O l ( ( >> 
= EieXp (-!!l xj) .,i;rjt’lYeXP (-i:l jxj)) 
=,(eXP(-~~,~j)(l-exP(-~~~~j))?>O~ 
which certainly holds. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let (X,) be an infinite sequence of spherically invariant 
real-valued random variables, i.e., for all orthogonal n x n matrices U, 
(X I, ...I X,) - (Xl 2 ..., X,,) U. Denote the distribution of (X,) by K. Then K is 
a mixture of independent normal distributions with mean 0. 
ProoJ: The characteristic function Ic(s 1, . . . . s,) is certainly a function of 
Sf + . . . + si only, i.e., R(s,, . . . . s,) = d(s: + .. . + s:) for a function 4. Let P 
denote the exponential polyomials (on [0, co [) and define the linear 
functional Y on P through (S > 0) 
y(e-s2t) = [E(eisXl) 
and linear continuation. Then 
fJs2.y = y(e-“2’(l -e-‘)4)= i 4. 
0 
(-l)iy(e-(.~2+/)~) 
j=o J 
(A’,,) is an infinite sequence of exchangeable random variables. Thus K is 
the mixture of product measures. Let p denote the mixing measure. 
Furthermore, It-(s, , . . . . s,) = lE(cos(s, A’,) . . . cos(s,X,)), so that 
a,/.,=~i(S:~)2ii2(l-~(l))dl~(~) 
j=3 
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The next example deals with arrays of random variables. An array 
X = (X,), 1 < i, j< n, is called separately rotatable, if for all orthogonal 
n x n matrices U and V, X - UXV. An infinite matrix X is called separately 
rotatable, if for all n, (X,), i, j < n, is separately rotatable. A representation 
of infinite separately rotatable matrices has been conjectured by Dawid [3] 
and proved by Aldous Cl], assuming the existence of the first moment. 
A proof without this restriction can be found in Kallenberg [ 111. It was 
proved that an infinite separately rotable matrix (X,) has the same 
distribution as 
xG= OAij + C ak?ik5kj, 
k 
(19) 
where (A,), (q&), and ({k.) are jointly independent standard normally 
distributed random variables and c and ak are positive random variables 
with 2 ~2 c co a.e. and ai 2 u2 2 . . . . If 0 and (ak) are constant, then the 
distribution of X is extremal under all distributions of infinite separately 
rotatable random variables. Let D denote the set of distributions of ran- 
dom variables satisfying (19). The entries of the diagonal of a separately 
rotatable matrix are exchangeable. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let X be a separately rotatable n* x n* matrix such that 
the distribution of the diagonal entries is a mixture of product measures. 
Let for m <n IC, denote the distribution of (X,), i, j< m. Then a RED 
exists, such that IIJc, - RI1 < m(m - 1)/n + d(m)/n*. 
ProoJ: For a n x n matrix S, the characteristic function C(S), is 
E n exp(sjkXjk). If X ED, then 
t(S) = e- a* x;k = , s;k 
pcl det(l+ ,‘* STS)‘/*’ 
P 
Let 0 = (a, (ak)), where cr 2 0 and (c(k) E I2 with ak 2 0 and decreasing in k. 
For (0, (‘xk))E@, let 
h,(g, (ak))=e-u2/2G.;,k=IS$ fI 1 
p=l det(Z+ azSTS)“*’ 
As a topology on 0 we choose the topology induced by the functions h, 
and as the algebra, the Baire algebra. 
It is easy to see that h,, = h,, if and only if orthogonal matrices U and 
V exist such that S, = US, V. Let P,z be the linear space spanned by the 
functions { h,l S is n* x n’}. As usual, we define a functional Iy: PJ + R by 
‘Y(h,) = f(S) and linear continuation. As the entries of X certainly have 
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symmetric distributions, Y is indeed a mapping into the reals. If h E P,z, 
h(o, (tlk))=O for all (a, (cQ))E@, then h=h,+ ... +h, with IQEP,Z and 
hi = Iin, 1 ~,!‘)h,c~, with a’,‘) + . . . + a:’ = 0 and 
orthogonal ma&ices U!” and I@’ 
Sj” = Uji)S(li) Vj/I!” for 
I , . This implies that Y is well defined on 
P”2. 
Note that if j + k < n and S1 and Sz are, respectively, nj x nj and nk x nk, 
thenfs,fs2=f& where S1,* is the (j+k)nx(j+k)n matrix 
s1.2 = s, 0 ( > 0 s; 
We have to prove that us ,...., sp:sp+ ,,,..., sp+,= Ul(k+-k& -h,+,)-. 
(1 - h,,+,)) 2 0. It is sufficient to prove this for diagonal matrices where the 
diagonal elements come in pairs, i.e., if S= diag(s,,,, . . . . s,,,), then for all i 
the number of j (including i) such that s~,~= si,i is even. The diagonal 
elements Xii are mixtures of independent random variables. As their 
distribution ‘is symmetric, its characteristic function is real. Let S = S,,,,.,, 
and Sp,j=S, ._.., p,p+j’ Then 
(  
P n 
=’ n n CoS(Sj,jXj+(“-l)i,j+(n-l)i) 
i-1 j-1 
x f-j 1 - fi cos(s,q,+Q (Pfk-l’n+r,(P+k-l’n+r 
k=l r=l 9) 
=jfi ii ~(CoS(S~,jXj+(,-l)i,j+(n-l)i)) 
i=l j=l 
x fj 1- fi ijqcos(s;:kX (p+k~l’n+r,(p+k~l’n+r 
k=l ( r=l 
1)) 44rl). 
As the entries of the matrices Si come in pairs, the integrand is positive. 
Remark. Let D, E D be the distributions of variables with B = 0 and 
0, = { 8 E 8 10 = O}. 8, is dense in 8. This implies that the conclusions of 
Example 6 hold with D being replaced by D,; i.e., a ri’ E D, can be found 
with I/K, - 211 < m(m - 1)/n + d(m)/n2. 
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